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Protecting our Whole Human Family:  
Now is the Time to Break the Cycle  
of Genocidal Violence 

by Joe Loizzo, MD, PhD

Love and compassion are necessities not luxuries.  

Without them humanity cannot survive. 

                                          — HH, THE DALAI LAMA

 
AS A BUDDHIST PSYCHOTHERAPIST  and member of a diverse community focused on psychological 
healing, East and West, my heart is broken over the ongoing catastrophe in the Middle East that began 
with the Hamas attack on October 7th, 2023. I grapple with how to be helpful to our community, our kin 
in Gaza and Israel, and our larger human family at this crucial time. Tragically, just when those in the 
line of fire and those of us witnessing the death and destruction from afar most need to come together as 
an extended human family to provide protection, aid and care, we find ourselves caught up in the very 
divisions that have fueled the Middle East conflict over the last century. Given the polarizing atmosphere 
surrounding this crisis, it is not easy to engage in deep conversation around what is happening without 
aggravating those divisions, along with the othering and traumatic reactivity they activate. At the same 
time, saying nothing in the face of the horrific attack of October 7th and the genocidal violence and 
exponential loss of innocent civilian life in Gaza feels abandoning and inhuman. 

In sharing this reflection, it is my heartfelt wish to trace the deep roots of this conflict, in the hopes 
that it may help open the door to the kind of dialogue we need to stop the violence once and for all and 
move towards reconciliation. I also hope to share my daily practice of holding the ongoing tragedy while 
working through my own traumatic reactivity, so that I can resist the tendency towards othering, cut to 
the root causes of the harm taking place, and learn whether and how I might be of genuine help. This work 
feels doubly challenging since I teach and do psychotherapy with people whose lived experience sensitizes 
them to the pain of this tragedy as seen from diverse, seemingly incompatible points of view.  
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Tracing the Roots
How (and Why) the Christian Colonial West Turned Jews and Muslims Against Each Other 

WHAT ARE THE ROOT CAUSES  of today’s devastating war in Gaza? As an immigrant whose Sicilian 
ancestors farmed for tens of thousands of years just a few hours from Palestine, I see the people on both 
sides of this conflict as my kin. As a student of history, I know that Muslims and Jews have generally lived 
peacefully as neighbors under Islamic law for most of the last two millennia, including four centuries in 
Sicily and thirteen in Palestine. I also know that the two main targets of white Christian Europe’s genocidal 
violence prior to the modern era of world colonization were my Muslim and Jewish kin. I know that when 
Jews were expelled from England, France, Spain, Russia, Germany, Italy and the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
in the centuries before Europe’s global colonization, many were welcomed to settle in the Islamic countries 
of North Africa, Anatolia and the Middle East. 

In my mind, this history raises an obvious question. Since Palestinians and Jews not only peacefully 
co-existed for centuries, sharing a common enemy in Christian Europe, but also share closely related 
languages, ethnic origins, genetic legacies and spiritual roots, how did they come to be locked in so violent 
and intractable a conflict over the last three generations? As a newcomer to the U.S. in the 1960’s, struck 
by the deep divides I witnessed between groups that seemed like natural allies—BIPOC and white working 
poor, BIPOC feminists and white feminists, Jewish and BIPOC targets of white supremacy—conflict 
between the two main historical targets of Europe’s Christian nationalism—Jews and Muslims—seemed 
to fit the same pattern. In that conflict I recognized the stamp of the “divide and conquer” strategy used 
for centuries by European elites to enact their imperial ambitions, all culminating in their global colonial 
land-and-wealth-grab, including the inhuman othering and violence of enslavement, dispossession and 
genocide. I started looking for where those same elites divided these two natural allies. 

I didn’t have to look far. In 1917, British Foreign Secretary Arthur Balfour sent a declaration to the newly 
formed Zionist community of England and Ireland promising to establish “…a national home for the Jews 
in Palestine,” in exchange for their military help fighting the Ottoman Empire’s centuries-old Muslim rule 
in the region. The declaration advanced a foreign policy inaugurated by Lord Palmerston in the 1840’s: to 
encourage the emigration of British Jews to Palestine to create an imperial footprint in the Middle East. 
It involved arbitrarily carving up the Ottoman Empire with France and Russia, claiming a “mandate” to 
occupy Palestine, and allowing the sale of land within it to non-resident Jewish individuals and groups. 

At the time, Zionism was only twenty years old, the brain child of the Austrian Theodor Hertzl and 
a handful of secular Jews convinced that the only way to protect the Jewish people from Christian 
antisemitism was to take a page from Christian Europe’s imperialist playbook. The plan was to colonize 
part of the historic homeland of the Jewish people and displace the indigenous, overwhelmingly  
Muslim population living on that land. In light of the history of Europe and the Middle East, the plan 
proposed what amounted to a Jewish European crusade. Zionism at that point had been critically received 
by most of the Jewish community, especially religious Jews, as a secular political project contrary to  
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their moral values and cultural legacy. 

The tide began to turn when the Ottoman Empire collapsed in 1922, and the British proclaimed a colonial 
mandate in Palestine, promoting large scale Jewish immigration and the establishment of a Jewish state. 
Britain’s plan to enlist European Jews as proxy colonizers came to fruition when the British mandate ended 
after World War II, with the influx of Jewish refugees from the Holocaust, and the UN plan to partition 
Palestine into Israeli and Palestinian states. This led to the 1948 civil war between the Arab population and 
Zionist militias, culminating in the expulsion of 750,000 Palestinians from their homes into the Gaza strip, 
the catastrophe Palestinians call “the Nakba.” So while Zionists entered the picture as willing pawns in 
the European project of global colonization, by 1948 they fully stepped into the role Balfour cast them in: 
Britain’s proxy colonizers. As the heirs to the global colonizing engine of the British Empire, the Americans 
soon jumped on the British bandwagon. Since then, Israel has increasingly acted as a colonizing power, 
with constant British and U.S. support, especially as of the 1967 war, after which it forged the apartheid-
like regime of occupation that contributed to the rise of Hamas and the current conflagration.  

When the British orchestrated the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine, they did so with no regard for the 
fact that encouraging Jewish immigrants to colonize the Middle East, displace Palestinians, and alienate 
their historic Muslim allies, meant putting them in an even more legally, morally and militarily precarious 
situation than they would have been in had they stayed in post-war Europe. This is why I’ve come to think 
of the British-American engineering of the Zionist project not as a restorative gesture towards the Jewish 
people, but as another covert expulsion, another insidious act of antisemitism meant to serve the aims of 
Anglo-American global dominance. It is truly disturbing that this act of calculated self-interest and cold 
disregard was framed as support for the Jewish people, as a step to insure Jews will “never again” suffer a 
fate like the Nazi Holocaust.

In effect, by advancing, endorsing and backing the Zionist plan, Britain, America, France, Russia and  
other U.N. member nations were essentially declaring their unwillingness to actually make their countries 
safe homes for the Jewish people. That unwillingness validated what remains the very real worst fear 
driving Zionism: that Jews will never be secure in any Christian-dominant nation; that they can only be 
“safe” by forcibly displacing Palestinians to create a Jewish state, reenacting one of the original sins of 
Europe’s colonizing nations, and planting the seeds for the now 75 year old existential conflict with  
their Arab neighbors. 

I believe the escalating violence in Gaza since October 7th has two intertwined root causes: 1) the global 
colonizing drive of Israel’s Anglo-American architects, who preyed on the fears of Zionist Jews, enlisting 
them to create Israel as their proxy colonial outpost, in a way that violated the legal and moral rights 
of the indigenous Palestinians; and 2) the reenactment by Zionist Jews of their two thousand years of 
genocidal trauma at the hands of Christian Europe, by identifying with the Christian perpetrators of that 
trauma, adopting their colonizing violence and genocidal Islamophobia, and then mistaking their historic 
neighbors and natural allies for the aggressors in the conflict, as if the Palestinians, not the Christians had 
been the perpetrators of Europe’s two millennia old campaign of antisemitism. 
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For Palestinians, being demonized for struggling to regain the land and homes violently seized from 
them over the past eight decades reenacts the intergenerational trauma of centuries of Christian Europe’s 
Islamophobic campaign to expel Muslims from Europe and colonize the Middle East. That campaign 
began with the Norman conquest of the Caliphate of Sicily and the first crusades in the 11th century, 
went on to include massive medieval Muslim expulsions from Spain and the Balkans, and culminated in 
modern Europe’s colonization of most of the Islamic world. In contrast, apart from three periods when 
Europe’s Christian crusaders conquered and occupied “the Holy Land,” Muslims, Jews and Christians in 
general had lived peacefully together for thirteen centuries of Muslim rule in Palestine. 

All that stopped with the Nakba and the declaration of the Israeli state in 1948. From the Arab perspective, 
this colonization by Anglo-American-backed Zionists would naturally be experienced as the latest and 
most devastating European crusade, in which the Jewish founders of Israel effectively took on themselves 
the twelve-century legacy of Christian Europe’s genocidal Islamophobia. From the Israeli perspective, 
when Palestinians and/or their allies in other Muslim nations challenged the legal and moral right of Jews 
to violently displace their Arab neighbors, seize their land, set up a Jewish state, and control the region, 
they were experienced through the lens of Jewish trauma as continuing Christian Europe’s twenty-century 
legacy of genocidal antisemitism. 

Of course, the recent attack by Hamas on October 7th understandably re-traumatized Israeli Jews, 
given its horrific level of brutality and violence, impacting most as a reenactment of the Holocaust. 
Yet tragically, that experience of reenactment has blinded many Israelis and Jews around the world to 
the broader context for the rise of Hamas: the long-term traumatic impact on Palestinians of Israel’s 
violent colonization and occupation of Palestinian land. And it has also tragically blinded Israeli’s war 
cabinet and military intelligence to the fact that their short-sighted strategy of treating all Gazans as 
Hamas is undermining the only real hope of long-term security for Israelis and Palestinians: a just, 
negotiated settlement. Far from making anyone safe, Israel’s siege is fueling the cycle of trauma in both 
populations, consigning everyone in the region to more generations of collective trauma. While only 25% 
of Palestinians supported Hamas on the eve of October 7th, 2023, given the disproportionate and brutal 
nature of the Israeli retaliation, that percentage has since tripled, proving the tragically self-defeating long-
term impact of the current war. 

So for both Israelis and Palestinians, this conflict transformed their historic relationship from one of 
being natural allies, with Christian Europe as a common enemy, to becoming each other’s worst enemies, 
transferring onto each other the intergenerational legacy of being traumatized for centuries by Christian 
Europe’s double-edged sword of antisemitism and Islamophobia. The history of this devastating conflict 
shows that its deepest roots lie with neither the Israelis nor the Palestinians, but with the imperial 
ambitions and colonizing schemes of Britain and the U.S. Two otherwise confounding facts support this. 

First, within the U.S., the explosion of this crisis and conflict has lead to clear spikes in both Islamophobia 
and antisemitism at the same time. This reflects the dominant culture’s deep roots in the white supremacist 
“crusading” culture of Christian Europe, with its double-edged sword—othering, expelling and genociding 
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both Muslims and Jews. Second, the failure of the U.S., as the most powerful nation on earth, to be able to 
act as an honest, effective peace-broker in the Middle East for over seventy-five years reflects the dominant 
culture’s blind spot for the original sins of its own colonizing history. These sins—colonizing Turtle 
Island, displacing and genociding its indigenous peoples, and creating an apartheid system to maintain 
the enslavement of African-Americans—keep the mostly white elites of both U.S. political parties from 
acknowledging the genocidal impact of Israel’s colonization of the region, and the racialized violence of 
the apartheid system imposed by its occupation of Palestinian lands. 

. . . . . . .  

Assuming there is some truth to this analysis, what are the prospects for the kind of dialogue and 
reconciliation that could lead to long term peace in the region? While it may seem academic or historical, 
I believe this analysis points to the one long view that can help all involved see beyond the othering 
narratives that fan the flames of terror and hate, and trap both sides in mutually reinforcing and self-
fulfilling violent reactivities. It allows true allies of Israel and the Jewish people to lay bare the root cause 
of the ongoing conflict—white Christian colonialism, with its toxic mix of racism, anti-semitism and 
Islamophobia—hopefully encouraging Jews to temper Zionism with their Judaism, and to repair and 
restore their historic alliance with their Palestinian neighbors and the Muslim world. At the same time, 
it helps true allies of Palestine and its people spotlight their 75 year-long catastrophe and offers people of 
non-Muslim backgrounds—Israelis, Jews and Christians around the world—to recognize, stop and reverse 
the traumatic impact of Israel’s proxy colonization and occupation of Palestine, which has reenacted the 
Christian West’s centuries of crusading genocide and Islamophobia.  

My aim in sharing this analysis is not just to restate my call for a cease fire, but to do so in a way that 
challenges those of us witnessing the violence from the safety of the U.S., Europe and the Commonwealth 
to own how it implicates all of us who have benefited in any way from Christian Europe’s global campaign 
of colonization and genocide. My hope is that implicating ourselves in the conflict will humble and spur us 
to take responsibility for learning enough and reflecting enough to meet this moment, which is so  
ripe for collective awakening and change. Of course, in order to serve as bridges across such troubled 
waters we must not just see clearly to the root causes of the trauma on both sides of the conflict but also 
calm the waves of vicarious trauma that would only add to the harm and prevent us from being of any  
real help. Without such critical self-awareness and mindful self-care, I believe that trying to stop the 
traumatic cycle of threat-perception, othering narratives, aversive emotions and violent reactions that 
drives the cycle of genocidal violence in the Middle East and elsewhere is like trying to stop a train that  
has already left the station.
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The Missing Link
Confronting the Anthropology of Patriarchy, Colonization and Genocide

BEFORE SHARING MY STRATEGY  for working with how exposure to genocidal violence activates 
our trauma reactivity, I believe it’s essential to trace the roots of conflicts like the one in the Middle East 
not just to their historic roots but even deeper—to their roots in human prehistory and evolution. Even 
more tragic than the devastating crisis in Gaza unfolding as I write this is the fact that similar conflicts 
between rival nations, diverse ethnic groups, and clashing religious culture blocks are taking place around 
the world and have throughout recorded history, not as an exception but as part of a horrific rule. In 
order to put an end to the age-old cycle of collective trauma caused by patriarchy, colonialism, capitalism, 
ethnonationalism and enslavement, I believe we need to trace the roots of today’s global conflicts to their 
timeless root causes in human prehistory, as well as the primal roots of self-enclosure, fear and violence 
within our evolutionary sociobiology. 

While the current conflict in the Middle East is rooted in modern Europe’s campaign of world 
colonization, the toxic mix of patriarchy, militarism, colonialism, enslavement and ethnoreligious 
supremacy is not exclusive to the modern era or the Christian West. In fact, that mix seems to be at least as 
old as humanity’s first mercantile societies; and was common to varying degrees and in varied forms across 
the agrarian “river valley” civilizations that flourished in what is often called the “axial age,” from 1500 to 
500 BCE, in Nigeria, Egypt, Greece, Anatolia, Mesopotamia, Persia, India, China and Central and South 
America. 

Some follow Lithuanian anthropologist Marija Gimbutas in tracing this toxic culture to the dawn of the 
Bronze Age (3300-1500 BCE), when Neolithic farming communities in Eurasia were overrun by Caucasian 
nomadic peoples called the Kurgan or Yamnaya. These early colonizers had a patriarchal warrior culture, 
worshiped male sky gods, spoke Proto-Indo-European, invented wheeled ox-carts and horse-drawn 
chariots, and made bronze daggers and bludgeons, allowing them to invade and occupy their peaceful, 
Neolithic neighbors, installing colonizing patriarchy across much of Eurasia. While the specifics of this 
story are still being worked out, there is growing consensus among anthropologists that the now dominant 
cultural style of militaristic patriarchy co-evolved with complex economies, and diverse, populous states, 
and that prior societies were generally less violent, more cooperative and varied widely in their reliance on 
matriarchal, patriarchal and mixed social systems. 

Given the malleability of human nature and the complexity of our shared human genome—featuring equal 
parts matriarchal Bonobo, patriarchal Chimpanzee, and a handful of exclusively human genes—I believe 
that patriarchy and its culture of exclusivism, hierarchy and violence emerged out of a complex interplay 
between deep-rooted survival instincts and evolving contextual challenges. As human groups grew in 
numbers and expanded their surplus resources, smaller tribes of extended kin who shared intertwined 
familial bonds gave way to larger populations of mixed lineage and descent who shared collective 
economic and political interests but not close emotional affinities. 
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This transition lead to cultural traditions and political structures that depended on creating bonds of 
loyalty to impersonal institutions and figures, rather than intimate personal relationships to family,  
friends and neighbors. Insofar as the flourishing of privileged individuals, families and communities  
in these rapidly expanding social systems depended on the corporate security and productivity of the 
whole society, religious and civic education was commonly structured to train citizens regardless of gender 
to suppress their natural faculties of embodied loving connection and invest instead in identifying with 
socially constructed roles and relationships that promised them and their loved ones a place within  
the larger system. Examples include the pharaoh system in ancient Egypt and the caste system in  
ancient India.

In order to counteract the strong force of embodied loving connections to kin, many patriarchal cultures 
and institutions resorted to intimidating their citizens with violent ritual displays that evoked terror, 
shame, shock and awe. Rituals like the Roman circus and Mayan rites of human sacrifice allowed 
patriarchies to culturally reproduce a collective traumatic dissociation among citizens of all genders 
from our primal connective nature and Bonobo heritage, effectively locking us all into straightjackets 
of separation, disconnection and domination that drew on our trauma instincts and our Chimp genetic 
heritage. As these straightjackets of traumatic self-enclosure disconnected us from ourselves, others and 
nature, they simultaneously bound us to socially constructed identities, our assigned social locations and 
roles, which supposedly promised some semblance of belonging and a token membership to a shadow 
world of disjoined relationships with others and the earth. 

Integral to this violently constructed social order and traumatic dissociation from our shared humanity 
is a binary us-vs-them logic of in-group cohesion and out-group exclusion that thrives on othering, 
dehumanizing, and harming individuals and communities identified as exploitable and/or threatening. 
This supremacist conditioning allows patriarchal groups and societies to rationalize and mobilize 
organized violence against other groups and societies, from gender oppression, racial oppression, religious 
persecution and class exploitation to colonization, warfare and genocide. We see it tragically at work in the 
centuries long legacy of Christian Europe’s colonialism, Islamophobia and antisemitism unfolding today  
in the Middle East. 

Breaking the Cycle of Genocidal Violence
Four Strategies for Individual and Collective Human Awakening

GIVEN THIS DEPTH ANALYSIS,  how do we learn to work through our natural tendency and social 
conditioning to react to the violence in the Middle East and elsewhere with othering narratives, reactive 
emotions like terror and hate, and our own vicarious trauma reactions? Whether we identify more with 
one side or the other, or with both, those of us still connected to our shared humanity naturally feel 
heartbroken and torn apart witnessing the devastating loss and harm, in ways that activate other trauma 
we’ve witnessed or endured. On the other hand, those of us partly or wholly split off from our vulnerable, 
feeling selves by prior trauma or by the global dissociation of patriarchal social conditioning may feel for 
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one group or the other we identify as victim or protector, or may simply feel overwhelmed, shocked and 
numbed by the brutality of the conflict, unable to empathize with either group. 

All of these are eminently human reactions; all of them common symptoms of re-traumatization and/
or vicarious trauma. All can occur at the level of the individual or equally at the collective level of whole 
communities and populations. All of these reflect the natural activation of self-protective instincts and 
self-enclosing trauma habits in the face of events we experience as immanently threatening. In this case, 
the threat trigger is exposure to the breakdown of common human empathy, kindness and compassion, 
caused by othering/blaming narratives, the stirring/weaponization of terror and hate, visceral trauma 
reflexes of dissociation and armoring, and rageful/vengeful violent reactions targeting those dehumanized 
and demonized as evil. 

The strategies I’ve developed for working through my own traumatic reactivity to this and other genocidal 
conflicts are based on my lifelong practice of the healing wisdom and arts of Buddhist psychology and 
contemporary psychotherapy. And they vary widely as they range across all four levels of traumatic 
reactivity: narrative, affective, visceral and behavioral. In the remainder of this piece I’ll touch on the 
strategies I have used for disarming trauma reactions at each of these four levels.

The first strategy I use is for catching and correcting othering narratives that lead me to identify with/
humanize one person/group as “I, me, mine” and distance/dehumanize a different person/group as 
“they, them, their.” Given the binary logic of the symbolic mind, I carefully scan the narratives running 
in my head for a one-sided diet of words, images, and examples. When my narrative names only positive 
qualities in the person/group on one side of a traumatic event and names only negative features in the 
person/group on the other side, I try to challenge my biased thinking by seeking out the opposite qualities/
features in both parties.    

This is not to say that there are no innocent victims who need to be acknowledged and protected or no 
malicious perpetrators who need to be named and restrained. What it does mean is that once we assess 
and name who is doing what to whom, in the next breath we must look deeper to name the root causes 
and conditions on both sides that help us connect with the human complexity of all involved. This might 
mean pointing to the underlying individual and collective legacies of trauma that help clarify how “hurt 
people hurt people,” to humanize perpetrators; and also pointing out legacies of prior trauma to help 
deepen our empathy and understanding of the complex impact of current traumatic events on the more 
vulnerable. This is not to suggest any false equivalence between the harm being done here and now and 
the prior harm that contextualizes it, or to rationalize or excuse the violent thoughts, motives and actions 
of those who do harm. It is simply to try to hold the present harm within a broader, deeper awareness that 
also makes space for the humanity and complex histories of all involved.  

Another type of othering narrative is the kind that tells me to ignore or bypass the traumas taking place 
around me, by distancing myself from the events or those involved with binary thinking that others 
both parties. “Both sides are deluded/wrong,” “Their conflict doesn’t involve/affect me,” “What’s going 
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on between them just doesn’t matter.” This type of othering is more insidious since it’s based on the 
unconscious separation we humans make between ourselves and everyone/everything else, centering 
our own concerns/perspective and othering all that is not “I, me, mine.” Besides its deep roots in our 
unconscious instincts of self-enclosure, another factor that makes such bypassing narratives so dense and 
common is the pervasive and insidious social conditioning towards hyper-individualism built into modern 
colonizing capitalist culture, to divide and control the various groups it oppresses and exploits.   

Once I’ve begun to expose the implicit bias in my thinking and introduce non-dual wisdom and universal 
compassion into how I narrate traumatic events in my head and in dialogue, the next strategy I turn to 
involves scanning my emotional response to the suffering taking place, to name and own any traumatic 
emotions stirred up from my prior trauma or my primal survival instincts. While primal emotions like 
outrage, terror, panic and shame are perfectly normal responses to witnessing life-threatening violence, 
they often reflect the blinding force of unresolved personal trauma or instinctive survival drives not yet 
humanized by social-emotional learning. In either case, when we are flooded by such primal affects, 
we are likely to have our higher social emotional intelligence hijacked in ways that block our capacities 
for equanimity, perspective-taking, complex insight and unbiased empathy, not to mention skill in 
reconciliation and peacemaking. 

This is why my second strategy is to scan and name the strong emotions I feel when witnessing present 
trauma, looking for affective patterns that are colored by my prior trauma or by primal survival drives that 
stem from feeling threatened or unsafe myself. When I identify either pattern or both, I turn my attention 
to exploring and working with those emotions using mindful self-awareness, self-acceptance, self-inquiry 
and self-care, based on practices like mindful self-compassion or the RAIN of self-compassion. Once I’ve 
understood how my traumatic emotions or survival drives have been activated, and begin to work through 
them with healing insight and care, I check to see if my heart feels safe enough to stay open to the present 
trauma I’m witnessing so that I can hold it with some degree of unbiased empathy and wise compassion 
for all involved, myself included. 

As with narratives of denial that bypass trauma experienced by people we other, there is another type of 
emotional reaction that presents paradoxically as having no strong feeling at all in the face of exposure 
to life-threatening violence. Feeling flat or numb when we’re exposed to violent trauma is in fact one of 
the most common emotional reactions to trauma, whether we experience the trauma directly ourselves 
or indirectly in others. It reflects the dissociative reaction characteristic of direct or vicarious trauma, 
in which our conscious mind simply disconnects or splits off from experience that might otherwise be 
emotionally overwhelming or crippling. 

In my experience it’s crucial to be on the lookout for his type of flat affect or bland denial in the face of 
trauma—feeling like “It just doesn’t matter,” or “Why should I care”—-since it is also typical of the global 
disconnect from our affective or embodied experience that stems from the way patriarchal, racist and 
capitalist dominant cultures work to split our minds off from our full human presence, to make us easier to 
control and exploit. The strategy I use in this case is to turn towards the trauma taking place and engage it 
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with my full presence of mind and open-heartedness, until I begin to connect with my real human feeling 
about the harm I’m witnessing to precious members of my human family. I do this until it helps me access 
genuine feelings of broken-heartedness, feelings that stir a felt sense of common humanity and typically 
touch on my own traumatic emotional memories and primal emotional reactions like deep compassion, 
the urge to help, and feelings of outrage. 

The third main strategy I use for disarming my trauma response to witnessing lethal violence relates to 
the visceral reactivity often stirred by vicarious trauma. Feeling our body gripped by the primal survival 
reflexes of fight-or-flight sympathetic arousal and/or faint-or-freeze parasympathetic paralysis is as 
common and human as stress and trauma themselves. So whether I find myself flooded with my own 
traumatic emotional memories or oddly flat and numb in the face of trauma, I practice feeling into the 
visceral sensations going on in my body under the surface waves of heightened emotion or the oddly 
placid veneer of calm. By bringing interoceptive awareness to my whole body as I witness trauma, I can 
scan for telltale signs of sympathetic fight-or-flight activation—like knots or butterflies in the stomach, 
an elevated heart rate, or sweaty palms—and/or signs of strong parasympathetic faint-freeze activity—
like a gag in the throat, feelings of nausea or collapse, global numbing, or rigid guarding in the abdomen 
or pelvis. When I encounter the former, I practice slowing, deepening or even holding my breath and 
prolonging my exhale; when I encounter the latter I practice rotating my neck or belly, massaging my face, 
shoulders and limbs, and prolonging my inhale. 

As this bottom-up strategy takes effect, re-balancing my autonomic nervous system with mindful 
breathing, massage or movement, I usually begin to feel more fully connected to my body, more vulnerable 
and alive. Hopefully, I start feeling safer in my body and more able to sense and hold the waves of emotion 
moving through me, including the heartbreak I feel witnessing the senseless re-enactment of trauma, as 
in Gaza, the Ukraine, Sudan and elsewhere. Rebalancing my nervous system in this way not only helps 
calm my visceral reactivity in the face of trauma but also helps soften and melt the embodied lockdown 
of my freeze reflex, which underlies the sense of helplessness, hopelessness and paralysis that typically 
accompanies trauma and blocks our human responsiveness. In this way, this third major strategy also 
helps to undo the affective flatness and numbness of dissociation from embodied emotion—which stems 
from the activation of the primal, parasympathetic freeze reflex—restoring and reconnecting us to the 
emotional fullness of our common humanity.

Finally, the last strategy involves leveraging the other three to avert reactive habits of behavior that arise 
reflexively when our minds, hearts and bodies are locked in survival mode by trauma. It also helps to 
unlock our natural capacity to respond to potential and actual threats with prosocial intent and socially 
engaged actions that embody our full humanity. This strategy relies on two related practices: the art of 
responsive attunement known as “giving and taking” (Tib. Tong-len); and the art of emulating mentors 
known as “mentor-archetype bonding” (Skt. Guru-devata-yoga). 

Once we’ve effectively woken up from the trance of trauma at the levels of connective narrative, emotional 
open-heartedness and visceral responsiveness, we have the presence of mind, heart and body to notice 
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the emergence of traumatic behavioral reactions and shift towards wiser, more skilled responses. The art 
of giving and taking offers one strategy for cultivating wiser, more skillful responses to trauma, based 
on attuning our minds, hearts and bodies empathically to those experiencing acute trauma and/or a 
reenactment of prior trauma. By taking our cues from mindful attention and heartfelt openness towards 
those in the line of fire and by giving whatever feels responsive to their moment-to-moment experience, 
we effectively open our system to an embodied intersubjective bond that can then evoke more connective, 
attuned responses. Sustaining this open, mutual attunement over time also allows skillful adjustments 
to ongoing feedback to our efforts to offer support, aid or help. Of course, such sustained attunement 
also requires that we stay present to our vicarious reactivity to the other’s suffering, so that we can 
note and calm it in real time, to stay genuinely present and open over time. This ongoing presence and 
open connection can be further stabilized by enhancing the art of taking care and giving love through 
“mounting” our energetic exchange with others on the in- and out-breath, a technique that helps balance 
and regulate our autonomic nervous system and so maintain ongoing visceral presence and responsiveness 
in the face of trauma. 

The second strategy I use for avoiding reactive behavior and accessing wise, skillful responsiveness builds 
on the contemplative art of role-modeling known as mentor-archetype bonding. In this practice, we guide 
and facilitate our wise, skilled responsiveness using our primal social learning capacity for emulating role-
models whose way of being and acting inspire us. By envisioning our mentors or archetypal ideals in our 
mind’s eye or even envisioning ourselves as our mentor-archetype, we align our minds, hearts and bodies 
with their embodied presence and skill, effectively setting their way of being and acting as a template or 
guide for our embodied action. In essence, we are asking our minds, hearts and bodies, “What would 
Buddha do in this situation?” or “What would MLK do?” This strategy not only serves as a selective filter, 
pointing away from reactive behaviors and towards wiser, more skillful responses, but it also helps calm 
our own traumatic reactivity by offering our mind/body system reassuring cues that we are not alone but 
protected and guided by wiser, more capable mentors. 

Of course, we may be painfully aware that adding our own traumatic reactivity to the trauma experienced 
by others is harmful to us and likely not helpful to those we’re concerned with, but at the same time feel 
daunted by the healing work it would take to transform our reactivity into skillful responsiveness. The 
sobering fact is, we are all wired for survival, and our traumatic stress reactivity naturally takes hold of 
us in the face of threats to our safety or the safety of others. So the rub is, in order to prepare ourselves to 
respond rather than react in the heat of the moment, most of us will need to prime ourselves through a 
sustained process of mind/body healing, contemplative learning and training in crucial skills. Yet despite 
the cost of such preparation in time, effort and application, in my view, any individual or group who 
aspires to sustain engagement with the pervasive trauma that plagues us individually and collectively today 
would benefit enormously from that investment, both in personal integration, resilience and well-being, 
and in social emotional capacity and effectiveness. 

The bottom line is, given our mixed evolutionary legacy and our multi-life burden of individual and 
collective trauma, in order for our species to successfully navigate our current transition from a war-torn 
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patchwork of competing local cultures all too often driven by trauma to a cohesive global community 
based on compassion, we will all need to invest in this kind of transformative inner work. And in order 
for that to take place, a critical mass of people in a majority of cultures around the planet will need to shift 
their consensus away from the dominant systems of militarism, racism and patriarchy towards a healing 
counterculture of feminism, pacifism and deep equity. Only such a global movement can enable humanity 
as a whole to commit to the kind of universal education in disarming trauma and cultivating compassion 
that will empower us to flourish together as one human family with all life on earth.

Naturally, in the heat of genocidal violence of the kind we are witnessing as I write this in Gaza, 
Ukraine, the Congo and Sudan, such a hopeful, long-term vision seems just to bypass the immediacy 
of the suffering on the ground and the life-or-death urgency of the here and now. We tell ourselves that 
something much more concrete needs to happen, and that no individuals or groups can break free of their 
trauma legacy as long as such violence continues. And yet, trying to stop the mass reenactment of trauma 
without at the same time targeting its root causes leaves us constantly reacting to the next explosion of 
genocidal violence. So while I wholeheartedly agree that the deep inner work of uprooting our own trauma 
system and the vision of spreading a counterculture of non-violence globally cannot substitute for doing all 
we can to stop the harm being done right now, it seems plain to me that the opposite is also true. 

We live in an age when mobile phones, social media and global translation apps have torn down the veils 
of language, culture and geography which have separated us from each other for millennia; an age where 
we witness trauma and genocide face to face in real time, sometimes every day. Yet it is also an age when 
we understand the destructive role of stress and trauma more fully than ever before, along with the power 
of timeless practices of contemplative self-healing to transform trauma and fully develop our human 
potential. So more than ever before in human history, now is the time for a global awakening to our shared 
humanity, made real by an individual and collective resistance to the cult of patriarchal violence that has 
separated us from our deeper potential, from one another, and from the earth for too long. 

It has never been so easy to see the common humanity beneath our surface differences, as we look into one 
another’s eyes and hear each other’s voices via social media. And we now finally understand how to disrupt 
and transform the culture of institutionalized trauma that has separated us from one another, from our 
shared humanity, and from our living planet for hundreds of generations. Now is the time for the culture 
of othering and violence dividing our world and the legacy of fragmentation and violence dividing our 
psyches and societies to give way to a new era of global healing and universal compassion. 

While it is no substitute for direct action—political resistance, financial giving, raising consciousness, or 
mobilizing aid—doing inner work on our critical thinking, empathic attunement, embodied presence 
and engagement can help till the soil and plant seeds for a better future of human solidarity and global 
belonging. In fact, doing the inner work of reeducating ourselves, deepening attunement, presence and 
engagement is not just crucial to resisting our own trauma legacy and becoming ready, willing and able  
to show up for others; it also empowers us to take action in more skilled and collaborative ways, opening 
us to the wisdom of those in the line of fire, and allowing us to learn from them whether and how we  
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can help co-facilitate change. 

So whether you’re seeking to break the cycle of othering and violence in your own psyche, or to break 
the collective cycles of othering and violence traumatizing the world we share, I believe any path to 
meaningful change requires doing our inner work. As Atisha said in Seven Points that Transform the Mind, 
“Don’t depend on external conditions. Take up the principal (practice) right now.” I close by offering this 
humble prayer for all beings everywhere:

May all beings be safe from harm and protected from violence 

May they have shelter, water, food, medicine and education 

May they live in dignity, without fear of their human rights being violated 

May they be entirely free from suffering and its causes 

May they have lasting happiness and its causes 

May they know the blessings of gratitude and shared joy 

May they live in unwavering inner and outer peace 

May they live understanding their interdependence with all beings
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